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Socially yours,  
-Chief Spotlight illuminator!

Je t’ aime as always, 
Jennifer xoxo

Non TLC Member magazine cover + DIY copywritten profile feature please CLICK To PAY £250 [GBP]

Ignite Spotlight Magazine Cover or TLC Ads Co-Created + Copy edited CLICK To PAY £500 [GBP]

TLC Members CLICK To pay $99 to be on the cover | No fee for regluar featured articles 

Non Member DIY regular featured article is subject to space availablity. Price available on request. only 

All above includes the 'As Featured In Spotlight Magazine' benefits below. See terms definitions and T&C's below.

It’s been great connecting and chatting to

you via social media recently. I’m delighted

to formally introduce myself as editor in

Chief  and host of  Spotlight NetTV.

I would be super excited if you would
consider joining the Thought Leadership
Collective tribe revolution where ladies
do come first!  

Please allow me to give you more

context below. 

I am looking to partner with successful

female professionals like yourself. My

primary focus for Spotlight is promoting

women (established Pros, Start-ups, SMEs,

Freelancers and Artisans) to engage them

as existing or support them as emerging

Thought Leaders. This is not to reinvent the

wheel, but to push the envelope to ensure

women’s voices are amplified and heard as

authorities and leading experts in their area

of expertise and ultimately act as a

publicist, lobbyist for award recognition to

gain media coverage and earn credibility

that comes with earned media visibility.

As you know it’s a man’s world out there,

getting listed in Forbes or FT takes some

doing, and there is a GAP in the market for

middle – C-suite level innovative people like

us to get our voices heard. Spotlight’s

mission is to illuminate the light on your

innovative work period!  

Your contribution, will be supported by a

robust SMO campaign + LinkedIn FREE PR

publicity of course. Our distribution is circa

to c30k subscribers globally via ISSUU a

magazine publishing platform. That drives

traffic to your own platforms from all ends –

with warm prospects especially looking for

your services.

MEET SOME OF OUR  REGULAR  THOUGHT LEADERS AND ME 
 IN THE 

SPOTLIGHT

poltight magazine, is a collaborative Thought Leadership Collective effort put together by female

entrepreneurs for female entrepreneurs. It's a knowledgeHub pooled from different industries and

levels of expertise and share those insights and intel with our global wired women tribe worlwide. 

The Leading ladies, Ceri-Jane and Audra Lamoon are honourary founders and lifetime TLC members

who made the very first contribution. Together with Ark & Brook's own internal team, which includes

Muskan Samaria as Editor at Large and myself as Editor-In-Chief, we bring you research based, lived

experience or practical tips to becoming and staying a visible credible thought leader in your industry.

LEADING LADIES

A FORMAL INTRODUCTION TO
SPOTLIGHT

THE SCOOP

S

DETAIL >

Ceri -Jane Hackling             Audra Lamoon              Muskan samaria          Jennifer Nash

I

I

PR Expert              Chieft Happiness Officer     Editor-At-Large               Editor-In-Chief

Ceri-Jane Hackling

Over 20 years experience helping business leaders reach their target audience by establishing

themselves as industry experts through targeted press coverage | Public Relations | Strategy | Social

Media | Digital | Copywriting | Media. 

Audra Lamoon F.I.T.O.L she/her

 Chief Happiness Officer at Livewire Performance Consultants

Skilfully equipping teams online & in person, sharing knowledge & insight across diverse sectors.

Learning.

Muskan Samaria, BA, PGDM

Completed PGDM from Indian Institute of Mass Communication in Advertising and Public relations and

Bachelor of journalism and Mass Communication from Manipal University (MAHE) Jaipur.

Jennifer Nash, BA, MA [Candidate]

With 15 years Editorial experience,  with an Associate Degree in North American ESL, which included

Copywriting and copyediting, Jen has a BA in PR and Advertsing and now pursuing an MA in

International Relations. She brings togther her academic and lived business experience to cast a

spotlight on female entrepreneurs that are underrepresented or often marginalised by traditional media.

TLC members and expert guest writers contribute approx. 400 – 700 word articles circa 1-6 times a year

to our bi monthly magazine (6 issues p/a).  Will be monthly in 2022. See our website for our current issue

to get an idea of content, layout, headline styles etc. This is where you shine as a Thought Leader. 

Wherever possible if you can do a unique article specific and exclusive to Spotlight and our target

audience i.e. diverse industry professionals, business owners i.e. SMEs, Artisans, Freelancers and those just

beginning their new careers, all who can look to you as the Thought Leader expert in your field globally.

YOUR TLC SPOTLIGHT MEDIA KIT INVESTMENT

https://buy.stripe.com/14k00Z24D9Tl9Pi00h
https://buy.stripe.com/dR67trdNl6H94uY3cF
https://buy.stripe.com/3cseVT8t14z1gdG28o
https://www.arkandbrook.com/spotlight


LEGAL STUFF: T&Cs:  Co-Created means: Editors' Copy means: Intervview trascription Copywritten 100% & copy edited. DIY: Means You Write and Edit your own copy and submit as ready to

be published | Signed NDA/ NCA in place. To discuss your spot in the Spotlight call me jennifer Nash at +44 (75) 1783 3692 |  E: jennifer@arkandbrook.com | or visit our website to learn more

www.arkandbrook.com/spotlight | ROI or Visibility is not gauranteed from one Spotlight. Our Research shows that it may take up to 6 features to earn measurable media publicity. Our

measurmenet and evaluations are simply examples. Each client's exposure will depend on value of TLC piece, written, how they engage, share  it across the board.

"AS FEATURED IN SPOTLIGHT MAGAZINE"
FEATURES. ADVANTAGES. BENEFITS

AWARDS & EVENTSINTERVIEWS  &  LIVES

Virtual Global Ignite Vision Awards™

instant nomination

 Spotlight Magazine specific events to

push our mission into the media, to be

recognised as the one-to-stop Thought

Leadership Collective for female

entrepreneurs, thus broadly igniting our

member’s visibility in the Spotlight. 

Spotlight Magazine Top 100 Editorial

roster awards and accoldates.

Keynote speaker opportunites

SEOS, CTR & URLS LINKS

Submissions are via email me a copy

of your first article before 1st of each

month.

Include your profile size photo 300

dpi image, logo 

Cover Feature 3 urls + Page 6 double

spread

Non member Spotlight feature + 3 url

links 

TLC Ignite (5 url links) to your website

and other digital platforms. 

Standard *T&Cs apply to all 

Credentialized PR publicity 

Copywritten template with a hi

res Spotlight Magazine logo to

showcase your 'As Featured In'

credentials on your website and

on social media. 

A great bag of bragging rights to

be proud of! i.e. "I have been

awarded Expert Contributor in

Spotlight Magazine. See my

articles as featured on IG

@tlcspotlight and 

 www.arkandbrook/spolight.com"

WE'RE SOCIAL @TLCSPOTLIGHT

Guest appearance on Wired Women Spotlight NetTv to be introduced as

our new BFF! (Badass Fearless Female) entrepreneur or C-suite exec.

challenging the status quo and trail blazing in their industry as a Thought

Leader. 

Guest speaker in our Dare-To-Be Unforgettable Entrepreneurs Facebook

group, Instagram or LinkedIn Lives. 

Prestigious accolade setting you up as credible expert who has been

featured in a thought leadership magazine as an expert

BRAGGING RIGHTS

HERE YOU WILL FIND THE FEATURES, ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS [F.A.B] OF BEING IN SPOTLIGHT MAGAZINE WAY ABOVE & BEYOND OUR COMPETITORS'

http://www.arkandbrook.com/
https://www.instagram.com/iamjennash/
https://twitter.com/IamJenNash
https://youtu.be/BCyPM3mE9F4
https://www.arkandbrook.com/
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Spotlight Magazine Writer
Guidelines

Welcome to the Spotlight Magazine Writers Tribe. Each month, millions of readers visit our site in
search of solutions, new ideas and inspiration. Sharing your thoughts, experiences and hard-earned

problem-solving techniques is a great way to help others, make connections and strengthen your
personal brand and stature as a business leader.

Think of a distinctive angle  

After you have a subject in mind, it’s helpful to search our site for related pieces. That
way, you can see how it’s already been covered—and how you can take a fresh
approach. Think of it this way: Spotlight is having a conversation with our readers, so
your goal is to advance the conversation. Go where it hasn’t gone before!

Step 1

Step 2

Narrow your approach 

At first, you may have a tendency to think big and broad: “5 Ways to Market
Yourself”, say, or “Why Your Company Should Start Producing Content”. But before
you start writing, dig deeper than that! The most successful stories are narrowly
focused—because that enables you to offer specific, tangible advice. For example,
here are hyper-specific headlines that attracted a lot of readers: “13 Fun Facts That
Will Make Your 'About Me' A Lot Less Boring”, “8 Mistakes to Avoid When Naming
Your Business”, and “5 Things You Need to Know Before Investing in a Chick-fil-A
Franchise”.

Step 3
Be useful—with examples

The most successful stories in Spotlight offer information that entrepreneurs can use
now. Be practical. Be instructive. Be clear. And be engaging! Generic information isn’t
useful. Advice is always better when it’s accompanied by examples that bring your
point to life, and detailed thoughts that help readers appreciate the nuance of your
point.

The Publication Casting A Spotlight On Women in Business!



What To Expect From Our Editing Process?

Wait time: Premium members can expect to hear back
from an editor shortly after submission during normal
business hours. Your editor may have edits or questions
that you need to address, and the story may need to be
revised before it’s published.

Number of posts: The number of posts you can upload
depends on your membership level. Please check your
account information.

Communication: Editors love writers who are open to
feedback and take revisions seriously. If you’re
interested, editors can provide more detailed feedback
so that you can grow as a writer and most effectively
serve the entrepreneurial audience.

Rejections: Editors are here to help your writing
shine, but they must also maintain the editorial
standards of arkandbrook.com/spotlight The Editor in
chief Jennifer Nash reserves the right to edit all
content submitted for publication, including grammar,
formatting, headlines and length. We reserve the right
to reject content for any reason. We also reserve the
right to remove any links or content for any reason,
including that it’s offensive, harmful, not editorially
sound, or overly promotional. 

 

Self-Promotion: Articles are a way to
bolster your credibility as a thought
leader and expert. They are not a
place to promote your company or
services you provide.

Paid links or mentions: This is a
serious violation of our standards.
Any editorial coverage given in
exchange for compensation of any
kind will result in deactivation from
our site.

Unacknowledged financial
relationships: We discourage you from
writing about anything you have a
financial relationship with, or anyone
you have a social relationship with.
There may be rare cases in which
mentioning friends or business
partners is valuable to the article; in
that case, check with your editor. If it’s
approved, you must disclose the
relationship in the story.

Previously published
material: We cannot accept
articles that were previously
published, even if you’ve
made some changes to them.
We only accept 100% new
pieces of writing.

Plagiarized material: This is a
serious violation and can
result in account deactivation.

Unattributed quotes or information:
If you include any information or
quotes from other sources, you
must acknowledge them. For
example, if you cite something that
someone said in the New York
Times, include that attribution and
link to it. Photos: We cannot publish

images we don’t have rights to. 
If in doubt; please leave all
imagery to us.

Individual profiles of
entrepreneurs: Unless the
entrepreneur is a well-known
household name, we typically
do not accept profiles or Q&As
with individuals.

Things That Cannot Be Included In Your Article:

Thank you and kind regards,
Spotlight Magazine Editorial Team

tlcsupport@arkandbrook.com

Any violation of our policies can result
in removal of content 

Native ads or TLC regular adverts are
acceptable: We can accept adverts in
lieu of articles: Members with secret
discount code pay £250 [non members
£500 per page]. 

This can be alternated with a normal
article if for some reason you're unable
to provide one



Splash Screen Sponsor
The Splash Screen Sponsor position displays as
the Replica edition loads on desktop, mobile or
tablet. The image will be contained within the
space directly below the logo. The size of the

image should be in proportion to the screen size,
i.e. a smaller image should be used on mobile.

Desktop - 300 x 250 (MPU)
Tablet & Mobile 320 x 50 (small banner /

leaderboard)

Desktop & Tablet - 728 x 90 iframe
Mobile - 320 x 30 iframe

Desktop & Tablet - Image URL and a click-
through URL

Mobile - Image URL and a click-through URL

DFP

URL

IMAGE 

Left Hand / Page 0
This advert option sits to the left of the

publication’s front cover. To utilise this space
you will have to upload an ‘image-based- advert.

Currently there is no integration with DFP as
standard, however this can be setup as a custom

project.
Image Advert Options

1. Upload image into media account
2. Add a click-through URL

3. Insert advert title for tooltip
4. Insert advert text for tooltip

On tablet and mobile devices the advert will only
be visible in landscape and double page mode.
Please note, this feature is not compatible with

reverse pages.

Advertise
Your Brand Here



Banner / Leaderboard
The banner / leaderboard advert displays below the publication on desktop,
mobile and tablet devices. You can upload an image, use a URL link or link to

your Google DFP account.

Desktop & Tablet - 728 x 90
Mobile - 320 x 50

Desktop & Tablet - 728 x 90 iframe
Mobile - 320 x 50 iframe

Upload image into media account
Desktop & Tablet - 728 x 90

Mobile - 320 x 50

DFP

URLIMAGE 

‘Advert Refresh’ upon on page change is available for ‘URL’ and ‘DFP’ adverts.
‘Make Advert Closeable’ will add a close button above the advert.

‘Position’ - The position of this advert can be at the top or bottom of the edition.

FURTHER OPTIONS



Article View Banner  /
Leaderboard Advert

This advert appears within the Article View on an edition.

Desktop & Tablet - 728 x 90
Mobile - 320 x 50

1. Desktop and Tablet - Image from account
media or upload in publication settings and a click

through URL. Displays at 728x90
2. Mobile - Image from account media or upload
in publication settings and a click through URL.

Displays at 320x50.

Upload image into media account
Desktop & Tablet - 728 x 90

Mobile - 320 x 50

DFP

URLIMAGE 

The banner advert can be positioned above or below the article.
FURTHER OPTIONS



Article View MPU Advert

This MPU advert appears within the Article
View on an edition.

Desktop, Tablet & Mobile - 300 x 250

Upload image into account media
Desktop, Tablet & Mobile - 300 x 250

DFP

IMAGE 

Interstitial Adverts
Interstitial adverts pop up between pages after a

certain amount of swipes. This option will be sized
with the height and width of the hosted document

within an iframe and scaled to the screen
accordingly to fit.

Desktop & Tablet - 768 x 1024
Mobile - 320 x 480

Desktop & Tablet - Provide URLs for portrait and
landscape

Mobile - Provide URLs for portrait and landscape

Desktop & Tablet - Provide images in portrait and
landscape, along with a click-through URL. It will
display at a ‘natural’ size, with a maximum height

and width of 70% of the screen size.
Mobile - Provide images for portrait and landscape,
along with a click-through URL. It will display at a

‘natural’ size with a maximum height and width of
70% of the screen size.

DFP

URL

IMAGE 

On desktop, & tablet & this advert will be displayed at the top right-
hand side of the article. However, on mobile devices the MPU advert will be

displayed within the article content in its own paragraph.

FURTHER OPTIONS

‘Display on launch’ - when the reader loads, the interstitial will appear
regardless of the starting point.

‘Page swipe count’ - this is based on the number of times the user
swipes or changes the page, not the amount of pages the reader has
gone past, which is important when viewing in double page mode.

FURTHER OPTIONS



Wrapper / Skyscraper Adverts

The ‘wrapper’ or ‘skyscraper’ ad will appear
either side of the publication.

Skyscraper - 160 x 600
MPU - 300 x 250

DFP

Upload image into account media. Note, you can
have different images either side.

The image will scale to fit into a space that has a
maximum width of 160px.

IMAGE 

Menu Sponsor
This advert appears within the menu of the

Replica edition.

Desktop & Tablet - 320 x 50 (small banner) or 300 x
250 (MPU)

Mobile - 320 x 50 (small banner) or 300 x 250
(MPU)

Upload image into account media. The image will
be displayed as a menu header and the image

will display with a height of 20px, the width will be
set depending on the aspect of the image.

DFP

IMAGE 

You can choose to hide the left-side wrapper on the first page, or
when the reader is in portrait mode. You can also enable a setting that

refreshes the advert when the page changes.

FURTHER OPTIONS

Desktop - 160 x 600

URL



tlcsupport@arkandbrook.com
Contact Us Now

 
Subject line: Spotlight Magazine RFP

mailto:tlcsupport@arkandbrook.com

